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Abstract. As a first step to the control of paraplegic gait by functional electrical
stimulation (FES), the control of the swinging lower leg is being studied. This paper deals
with a neural control system, that has been developed for this case. The control system has
been tested for a model of the swinging lower leg using computer simulations. The neural
controller was trained by supervised learning (SL) and by backpropagation through time
(BTT). The performance of the controller with random initial weights was poor after
training with BTT and fair after SL. BTT training of the neural controller with weights,
which had been initialized by SL, resulted in good control. Training with BIT thus
improved the performance of the controller that initially had been trained by SL. An
adaptive neural control system based on BTT has been proposed and partially tested. The
controller adapted relatively fast to the change of an important model parameter.
Keywords. Adaptive control; backpropagation through time; biocybemetics; functional
electrical stimulation; neural nets; nonlinear control systems; self-adapting systems.

achievable quadriceps torque, which decays due to
fatigue.

INTRODUCTION
Paralyzed limbs can be moved by electrically
stimulating the appropriate muscles. Cyclical
movements of the lower leg generated by
stimulation of the knee extensor muscles
(quadriceps) is being studied as a test case for
control of cyclical leg movements induced by
functional electrical stimulation (FES)
(Veltink,1991). Figure 1 shows the situation
considered. The torque that can be generated by the
quadriceps depends in a nonlinear fashion on the
angular position and velocity of the lower leg.
Together with the nonlinear passive elasticities and
gravitational force, this makes the relation between
the movements of the lower leg and the stimulus of
the quadriceps highly nonlinear.
The quadriceps should be stimulated such, that the
lower leg moves cyclically and reaches a maximum
reference angle after each swing, during which
disturbances may be present. This condition should
be met, while minimizing muscle fatigue, so that
the movement can be sustained as long as possible.
The control system should adapt to changing
system parameters, in particular to the maximum
25

Fig. 1. Stimulation of quadriceps. The
lower leg should reach ~mAX,ref'
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The electrical stimulation parameters are comprised
in one stimulus variable u lying in the interval
[0,1], '0' being no and '1' maximal stimulation of
the quadriceps. A model that describes the relation
between stimulus u and angular position and
velocity of the lower leg has been based on
literature (Davy and Audu, 1987; Winters and
Stark, 1985, 1987; Yamaguchi, 1989). The model,
which holds the nonlinear relations mentioned in
the introduction, contains three state variables
(activation of quadriceps N, angle <p and angular
velocity w), one input variable (stimulus u) and
two output variables (angle <p and angular velocity
w). All model parameters will be assumed
constant, except the maximum torque M max, which
decays due to fatigue.
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Fig. 2. Optimal trajectories for a range of begin
angles. Subsequent dots are 0.01 sec apart from
each other. With each position-velocity pair
corresponds one stimulus u.

, where T is the end time of one cycle, <Pmax.ref is
the maximum reference angle and Q is a factor
which controls the ratio between the two cost
components. It is assumed that fatigue is related to
the time integral of the quadratic stimulus. The
value chosen for <PmAX.ref is 450 •

cause a deviation from the undisturbed optimal
path, can be compensated for in an optimal way. It
follows from the model and the minimal stimulus
restriction of the cost function, that no stimulus
should occur during the backward swing. Therefore
the neural controller needs only to be trained for
positive angular velocities. The controller has been
trained for trajectories with begin angles in the
range -350 to _50, so that disturbances resulting in
deviations of approximately ± 15 0 from the
undisturbed case are compensated for. Figure 2
shows the optimal trajectories for this range of
begin angles. The controller should be able to
generate close to optimal stimuli for positionvelocity pairs in the dotted area of fig. 2. Two
strategies have been used to train the network:
backpropagation through time (BTT) and
supervised learning (SL).

Neural Network

Backpropagation Through Time CBTT)

The use of an artificial neural network (ANN) as a
controller for this system has been evaluted. A two
layer feedforward network with two inputs, 50
neurons in the hidden layer and one output has
been used. No thresholds have been used. The
transfer functions are sigmoid functions:

The BTT algorithm will be explained for a general
discrete system and cost function:

Cost Function
The quadriceps should be stimulated such, that the
lower leg reaches a maximum reference angle after
each swing, while minimizing muscle fatigue. This
goal is comprised in the following cost function:
T
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The angular position and velocity of the lower leg
are input signals, the stimulus is output. The
controller ideally generates the optimal stimulus
(which results in minimal costs), that exists for
each position-velocity pair. If the optimal mapping
of a sufficient large part of state space has been
captured by the controller, disturbances, which

, where K is a n-dimensional state vector, !! a mdimensional input vector and the costs are
calculated after N timesteps.
Ordered derivatives. The concept of the ordered
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derivative as stated by Werbos (1988), will be used
here. The conventional partial derivative 8J18xi(k)
refers to the direct causal impact of xi(k) on J,
while the ordered derivative 8+J/8xi(k) (notice the
plus sign) refers to the total causal impact,
including both direct and indirect effects. Dynamic
feedback is defined as the use of the chain rule for
ordered derivatives, in order to calculate the
derivatives of J with respect to the system
variables. The following recursive relations hold
for (3) and (4):
a+)

k=N:

k<N:
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stimuli were calculated with an algorithm that
resembles the BIT algorithm. After a certain
constant begin state has been chosen steps b, c and
d of the BIT algorithm were performed, followed
by an adaptation of uj(k) in the negative direction
of +JI8u j(k) , until convergence was reached.
After the optimal stimuli had been calculated for a
range of states, the weights of the network were
adapted by the following procedure: (1) backpropagation of 81'1Bu, with J' = Ih(u-uopJ2 (u:
actual stimulus, uop,: optimal stimulus), to calculate
aJ'law for all weights of the network; (2) adaptation of the weights following the delta-bar-delta
rule. Notice that the main difference between SL
and BIT is, that for SL firstly the optimal stimuli
are determined (steps a-d) and secondly the weights
are adapted (steps e-f), while in the case of BIT
training
and optimization are performed
simultaneously (steps a-f),

. axik+1»
ax/(k)
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aXqCk+l)

iJu.(k)

RESULTS

i=l..n; j=l..m

(6)
Training

BTT algorithm. The BTT algorithm can now be
summarized as follows:

The neural controller was trained by BTT and SL.
In case of SL the initial weights were randomly
chosen, for BTT two cases were tested: random
initial weights and initial weights computed by SL.

++++
REPEAT
-aChoose begin state.
-bCalculate trajectory for times k=O ...N.
-cCalculate costs J of this trajectory.
-dCalculate the ordered derivatives
8+JI8xi(k) and a+JI8uik) for k=N ...O
using (5) and (6).
-eCalculate the ordered derivatives of the
costs with respect to the weights of the
neural network (8+JI8w)
using
backpropagation (= dynamic feedback) of
a+Jlau.
-fAdapt weights using gradient information

SL random.
Supervised learning of a neural
controller with random initial weights resulted in
fair control. The total training set consisted of the
position-velocity pairs shown in fig. 2 and the
corresponding optimal stimuli. Each dataset
consisted of five input-output pairs from the total
training set. After 250,000 datasets the average
costs had been reduced by a factor 10 and remained
about constant. Figure 3 shows the performance of
the controller after SL. It shows the costs in u (i.e.
o:Ju2dt) and the reached end angle for several
begin angles. These data are also given for the
optimal control case. The end angle is within 3 0 of
the optimal end angle, stimulus u is too high for
low begin angles and too low for high begin
angles. The average deviation in the end angle
from the reference angle is 1.83 0 • The average of
the costs in u is 2.93 10"'1, which is 3 % lower than
the average of the costs in u for optimal stimuli
(3.02 10.4) . The average of the total costs is 10.6
10.4• which is 250 % higher than the average of the
minimal costs (3.05 10'4).

8+Jl8w.

UNTIL Convergence

++++
The weights were adapted using the average of the
ordered derivatives a+Jl8w over N timesteps and
the delta-bar-delta rule of Jacobs (1988).
Notice that when the costs only depend on the state
! and not on y, and no thresholds are used, the
gradient information 8 +JIaw can also be calculated
by forward propagating a+J/8xj(k) instead of
backpropagating 8+Jl8u/k). This will not be
further examined here.

BTT random. Several simulations were performed
in which neural networks with random initial
weights were trained by BTT for a range of begin
angles. In all these simulations the resulting
networks performed badly. Stimulus u was high
when it should be low and low when it should be

Supervised Learning (SL)
The training set consisted of paired values of state
(input) and optimal stimulus (output). The optimal
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Fig. 3. Performance of controller. The costs in u (non bold) and end angles (bold) for: (a) optimal
control, (b) ANN, with random weights, trained by 8L random, (c) ANN, with weights initialized
by 8L, trained by BIT.
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Fig. 4a. Cycle without disturbances (u: stimulus,
Mq: quadriceps torque, Md: disturbance torque).

Fig. 4b. Cycle without disturbances (angle and
velocity).
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Fig. Sa. Cycle with torque disturbance and low
beginangle (u: stimulus, Mq: quadriceps torque,
Md: disturbance torque).
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Fig. 5b. Cycle with torque disturbance and low
begin angle (angle and velocity).
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derived in order to account for changing
parameters.
In our application one parameter is known to vary
significantly with fatigue: the maximum torque
M max• The network adaptation with BIT after a
change in Mmax was therefore investigated.

high. The costs were more than 2.5 times as high
in comparison with a network which was trained
by SL. Seemingly the network got 'stuck' in a
local minimum of the cost criterion and was not
able to find the global minimum.
BTT initialized by SL. Training with BIT of the
controller, that had initially been trained by SL,
improved its performance. The average costs
decreased about a factor two after 76,000 iterations
of BTT. Figure 3 shows that the end angle is
within 1° deviation from the optimal end angle for
begin angles from -30° to -5°. Only for a begin
angle of -35° the deviation is more: 3". For this
begin angle the stimulus should be very small.
Because of the averaging property of the neural
network, the stimulus u is too large for this begin
angle. The costs of the stimulus J, are about equal
to JU,OPI for begin angles larger than -25° and
absolutely a little larger for lower begin angles.
The average deviation in the end angle from the
reference angle is 1.00°. The average of the costs
in u is 3.20 10-\ which is 6% higher than the
average of the costs in u for optimal stimuli (3.02
10'4). The average of the total costs is 5.87 10-\
which is 90 % higher than the average of the
minimal costs (3.05 10,4). The performance of the
controller is satisfactory, since there is only a small
deviation of the end angles from the reference
angle and of the costs in u from the minimal costs.

Step decrease of Mmax • Mmax was decreased 10%
(from 50 to 45 Nm), which caused the average end
angle to decline from 45.0° to 43.5°. After (only)
200 iterations the average costs had decreased 30%
and declined almost no more. The average end
angle had increased from 43.5° to 44.8°.
Quasi ramp decrease of M max• M max was decreased
with 1 Nm per 200 iterations from SO to 25 Nm.
Without adaptation of the controller the average
end angle decreased from 45 ° to 36°. With
adaptation the average end angle decreased from
45.0 0to 43.5°.

Adaptive Neural Control System
Figure 6 shows a proposal for a configuration of an
adaptive neural control system, that is based upon
training with BTT. The system consists of two
parts: (1) the control and parameter estimation part,
(2) the weight adaptation part. The actual controller
(neural network 1) is connected in closed loop with
the lower leg. Angle information x is fed back to
the input of the neural network. The stimulus u is
input for both the lower leg and its model. The
parameters of model 1 are adapted in response to
the difference between the output of the model and
the physical system. In subsystem 2 neural network
2 is continuouly being trained by BTT for a range
of begin states, so as to update the weights. Actual
model parameters are frequently communicated
from subsystem 1 to 2 and updated weights from
subsystem 2 to 1. The frequency may depend on
the rate of change of the model parameters.

Performance of Neural Controller
Figures 4 and 5 show two examples of the
behaviour of the closed loop system, containing the
controller and the model. The neural controller is
deactivated (i.e. u=O) for negative angular
velocities. The system response for one normal
cycle without disturbances is shown in fig. 4. At
the end of the cycle the starting point has again
been reached. Figure 5 shows that the control
system is well capable of compensating for an
opposing torque during 0.5 second of the forward
swing and a -10" deviation from the normal
starting point. The maximum angle is only 3 °
smaller than the reference angle.

CONCLUSION
The computer simulations have shown, that the
presented adaptive neural control system
configuration, based on BIT, might be a very
useful one. The neural controller was well capable
of controlling the model of the lower leg for a
wide variety of torque disturbances, after it had
been trained sequentially by SL and BTT. The
controller adapted relatively fast to a changing
model parameter. Still for our purposes a faster
adaptation is desired. Therefore implementation of
the weight adaptation process on transputers is
being evaluated. The controller has not as yet been
tested experimentally on a human leg.

Network Adaptation to Changing Model Parameter
BTT after SL resulted in a better controller, at the
cost of a longer training phase. Another advantage
of the BTT algorithm is its ability to compensate
for changing model parameters directly. This is
possible, since a model is used each iteration for
the calculation of the gradients +J/8w. In the case
of SL a whole new training set would have to be

a
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